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Abstract—Importance of LiDAR-based vehicle detection tech-
niques for ensuring safe driving is increasing. However, LiDAR
data from a single vehicle may have occlusions caused by
obstacles, presenting a challenge. Eliminating these occluded
areas through point cloud registration obtained from two vehicles
can enhance autonomous driving systems. However, matching
every point for point cloud registration requires a significant
computational process, making real-time processing challenging.
This paper proposes a novel technique that tackles this issue
by introducing the iterative closest point (ICP) of object-based
point clouds, enabling fast registration of point clouds scanned
by two vehicles. The proposed approach demonstrates the ability
to reduce the number of points significantly, resulting in a faster
registration process compared to the conventional ICP approach.

Index Terms—Iterative Closest Point (ICP), Point Cloud Reg-
istration, Multi-View Extension, Cooperative Perception

I. INTRODUCTION

Autonomous vehicle driving relies on various sensors, in-
cluding light detection and ranging (LiDAR), radio detec-
tion and ranging (RADAR), stereo cameras, and ultrasonic
sensors, to perceive the surrounding environment. Among
these sensors, LiDAR is studied extensively due to its higher
accuracy compared to others. However, when recognizing the
environment through LiDAR scanned from a single vehicle,
occluded areas inevitably occur due to obstacles like nearby
vehicles. Minimizing these occluded areas is crucial for re-
ducing potential risks in autonomous driving.

To eliminate occluded areas, it is possible to acquire and
register the point clouds of another vehicle that may have the
view of the occluded area. In recent studies, endeavors are
being made to achieve point cloud registration using various
approaches involving artificial intelligence and the iterative
closest point (ICP) [1] algorithm. However, these approaches
are computationally intensive, leading to slow registration that
are far from real-time. In addition, previous studies on point
cloud expansion using ICP mainly focuses on recognizing the
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shape or characteristics of the surrounding area and expanding
the point cloud based on that information [2], [3]. These
methods have limitations, particularly on straight roads with
little variation in the surroundings or areas with many similar
objects.

To overcome these limitations, we propose object-based
iterative closest point (O-ICP), a method of rapidly registering
two point clouds by detecting dynamic objects and using
selected point clouds around the object. With O-ICP, it is
possible to pinpoint points based on the positions of dynamic
objects and leverage the dynamic objects and surrounding
features to extend point clouds around vehicles, offering a
faster registration process compared to the conventional ICP
method by significantly reducing the number of points that
have the greatest impact on the speed of the ICP process.

II. RELATED WORK

This section discusses the existing approaches on multi-view
registration and object recognition in the point cloud.

A. Point Cloud Registration

ICP [1] is an iterative algorithm that registers two point
clouds by minimizing the distances between points in the point
clouds. However, it faces challenges when the initial poses
of two point clouds do not match, resulting in synthesis with
different local minima. Moreover, use of all points in repetitive
operations leads to time-consuming computations.

To address these issues, several approaches have been
proposed. Fast Point Feature Histogram [4] tackles initial
pose problems by employing feature comparison with multi-
dimensional vectors. TEASER [5] addresses the initial pose
problem and speeds up the process by utilizing Truncated
Least Squares costs that are insensitive to initial estimates.
Additionally, some methods utilize learning-based models.
PointNet [6] registers using point-wise features, while Indoor
Multi-Robot Cooperative Mapping [3] achieves registration
by learning point-wise geometric features and mapping local
maps to global maps. FastReg [2] tackles the problem by
learning correspondence using point-wise feature encoders
and employing graph-based attention networks. Despite these
efforts, the current state-of-the-art remains insufficient for real-
time multi-view registration.
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Fig. 1: Error rate by object selection
range

(a) Left vehicle (b) Right vehicle

Fig. 2: Point cloud with the optimal selection distance
for each vehicle

Fig. 3: Reduction in the number of point
clouds by O-ICP

B. Point Cloud Object Detection

Recently, various techniques have been studied for object
recognition in point clouds. VoxelNet [7] rapidly identifies
objects by grouping point clouds into voxel units and incor-
porating location information with 3D convolution. However,
due to the use of 3D information, it suffers from high
computational complexity resulting in slow processing speed.
Complex-YOLO [8] improves speed by converting the 3D
point cloud into bird’s eye view (BEV) and estimating object
poses using a 2D operation with the Euler Region Proposal
Network. While this approach enhances speed, accuracy still
remains a concern. On the other hand, PointPillars [9] proposes
a novel vertical encoder that leverages the vertical columns
(pillars) of 3D point clouds, utilizing this encoder for feature
encoding and enabling fast and accurate object detection
through the use of 2D convolution layers. Therefore, our
proposed O-ICP utilizes PointPillars for object detection.

III. OBJECT-BASED ICP (O-ICP)

In this section, we propose the O-ICP method for improved
speed in point cloud registration.

The O-ICP procedure involves a sequence of steps: initial
pose alignment, object detection, selection of objects around
point clouds, ICP using the selected points, and subsequent
transformation of remaining points via singular value decom-
position (SVD). Initial pose alignment is determined based
on the distances and angles between each vehicle’s objects.
By identifying the object with optimal distance and angle, a
transformation matrix is applied to roughly align the positions
to that of a chosen vehicle. During this process, due to
the potential misidentification of objects and the absence of
rotational matrices, precise alignment may not be achievable.
However, subsequent ICP naturally resolves these issues.

To achieve object recognition, various methods can be
employed, and in our approach, we utilize PointPillars which
supports real-time object recognition. The recognized object
information includes the center coordinates of vehicles and
their extents. Through this, we can select crucial areas within
the point cloud that encompass vehicles and utilize these areas
for registration.

Next, we perform ICP on the point clouds of each vehicle’s
recognized object. By using only the points within the object’s

extent, the number of points is significantly reduced, resulting
in faster registration. But, a challenge arises in distinguishing
between the two vehicles since both point clouds were scanned
from their respective perspectives, leading to an initial align-
ment problem. To tackle this, we designate a broader region
than the object’s extent to select point clouds of the object and
its surrounding points. Fig. 1 plots the experiment result for
finding the optimal range around the object. We determined
that the optimal selection distance is 8 meters for achieving
the lowest values of mean absolute error (MAE), root mean
square error (RMSE), and registration time. We conducted our
study based on this chosen distance.

Fig. 2 presents the process of selecting the optimal distance-
based point cloud. Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b depict the selected point
clouds by two vehicles recognizing the same object. Since the
optimal distance from the vehicle center has been determined
to be 8 meters, the point cloud around the vehicle is selected
within a 16m x 16m square area centered around the vehicle’s
center. Through this selection, significant vehicle point cloud
data and surrounding information are preserved, reducing the
number of points in the overall point cloud while retaining
distinctive features.

Fig. 3 represents the proportion of selected point clouds
to the total point clouds for O-ICP, which were selected
based on the optimal object-based distance, and ICP which
only excluded points of the ground. O-ICP, which leverages
object recognition to select points within the object’s extent,
retains an average of about 1.3% of the original point cloud.
On the other hand, ICP, excluding ground points, retains
approximately 31.4% of the entire point cloud. By selectively
choosing points belonging to dynamic objects such as vehicles,
O-ICP effectively reduces the number of points involved
in the computation, leading to improved registration speed.
Subsequently, after completing the ICP process, we utilize
the obtained rotation and translation matrices to register the
remaining points in the point cloud using a transformation
based on SVD. By conducting ICP with a minimal set of
points, the computational burden is significantly reduced.

To further enhance accuracy, we introduced an additional
refinement step in the registration process. When the center
points of two point cloud objects were within 1 meter of
each other and there are three or more such pairs of points,
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Fig. 4: Registration result of the point clouds
from two vehicles.

Item
Method O-ICP (Ours) ICP

Avg # of Points before Removal 51921.06
Avg # of Reduced Points 693.19 16315.72

MAE(m) 0.59 3.01
RMSE 1.26 6.35

Time(ms) 754.22 5093.37

TABLE I: Comparison between O-ICP and ICP
Fig. 5: Comparison of registration time
between O-ICP and ICP

we perform additional iterations of the ICP using these point
pairs as the reference. During this process, we only use points
around the object’s center, as the initial ICP has already
accomplished rough alignment and registration. The reason for
conducting an additional iteration only when there are three
or more points is because, when there are two or fewer points,
it can lead to a problem where one point becomes excessively
close, causing instability in the registration.

IV. EVALUATION

For the evaluation, the V2V4Real [10] dataset is used,
which contains point cloud data simultaneously scanned by
two vehicles on real roads. This dataset includes noise and
variations that can occur in real-world scenarios, making it
suitable for obtaining more accurate results compared to point
clouds generated using simulators such as CARLA [11].

Fig. 4 presents the results of O-ICP using the V2V4Real
dataset. It can be observed that the point clouds captured from
each vehicle are well registered, and the extension is success-
ful. To assess whether the O-ICP was performed correctly,
error was measured using the distance between objects. Then,
we use MAE and RMSE to compare O-ICP with the conven-
tional ICP. The results can be found in Table I. For O-ICP,
the average distance error between simple objects was around
0.59m, indicating a relatively accurate ICP with an RMSE of
1.26. On the other hand, the conventional ICP yielded an MAE
of 3.01m, which is not significantly different, but the RMSE
was 6.35, indicating a failure in proper registration. This is
because, in the case of O-ICP, the object and its surrounding
points are combined, leading to successful registration even
with improper initial alignment. However for the conventional
ICP, registration goal is to minimize the distances between all
points, resulting in inadequate registration.

Finally, Fig. 5 plots the CDF of the time taken for point
cloud registration. It can be observed that O-ICP exhibits
significantly faster registration compared to ICP. Thus, the pro-
posed method significantly improves the speed of point cloud
registration while ensuring accurate alignment and enabling
the detection of previously unseen objects through point cloud
extension.

V. CONCLUSION

We proposed an object-based ICP (O-ICP) method to
achieve fast registration of point clouds scanned from two

vehicles. Our approach combines recognition of objects in
point clouds with conventional ICP to reduce the number of
points and improve the registration speed. Use of dynamic
objects such as vehicles and the point cloud around the
dynamic objects allows registration to be effective even in
featureless straight roads where only surrounding vehicles are
present. This method contributes to enabling real-time multi-
view registration, which is essential for minimizing occlude
areas during autonomous driving.

In future work, we plan to incorporate road shape recog-
nition to achieve more accurate and faster registration of the
point clouds. In addition, we plan to extend the field of view
in shadow areas in real-time by leveraging cellular vehicle-to-
everything (C-V2X) technology.
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